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7 ways to empower your business  
 with visual analytics from Qlik

Cisco describes Qlik’s unique visual  
analytics platform as “a total game changer”.

Cisco gained more business intelligence 
and more critical insight from its data 
than ever before.

So what exactly can visual analytics empower you to do, and what makes it indispensible  
for any forward-thinking business today? Discover what some of our 38,000 customers have 
achieved with a simple, clear view of the story behind their data – and see why BARC reported 
Qlik as the highest ranked visual analytics vendor in its 2015 BI score.

Healthcare data is vital to ensuring patients receive the best possible care,  
but when separate healthcare organisations merge, data integration can be  
a challenge. The King Abdullah Medical City (KAMC) in Saudi Arabia, 
comprises three hospitals each with data spread across different systems.  
But Qlik’s solutions are making all of KAMC’s key data accessible across the 
organisation, helping it find insights and drive operational efficiencies faster  
than ever before. 

As in most industries, margins in the automotive sector are paper-thin.  
Any improvement in productivity or the slightest reduction in costs can make  
a significant difference to the bottom line. Using Qlik, Audi has cut its costs 
by 0.5% in just 3 months, implementing a continuous improvement 
programme that helps manufacturing staff and management improve their 
awareness of the entire production chain.

Making healthcare data accessible Use your data to cut costs
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Experience the outstanding benefits for your organisation

Download Qlik Sense Desktop for free

See the whole story that lives within your data

The more accurate your insight, the better your business decisions will be.  
Tommy Hilfiger needed to integrate its data to deliver the faster, more accurate 
insights that management needed. Qlik’s unique associative model intuitively 
mines the data to deliver associations and rich insights other solutions can’t match. 
And its management teams now feel fully empowered to make better 
decisions, faster.

Transforming data into insights is half the challenge, but the ultimate goal is to put 
these insights into the hands of those who need them most. That’s exactly what 
fabrication, engineering and contracting services firm Lamprell has achieved 
using the visual analytics solution Qlik Sense®. Lamprell can now convert 
data into easy-to-understand insights even on mobile devices, enhancing 
its business processes and allowing its personnel to quickly and easily 
visualise data from anywhere and at anytime. 

Gain critical insight – faster Visualising data from anywhere, anytime

Deep insight can help you add more value and efficiency to your operations, 
resulting in real profit opportunities. Cisco’s IT team was sitting on a mountain of 
untapped data. Qlik enabled Cisco’s sales operations teams to quickly and easily 
consolidate, analyse and visualise its rich data sources to discover powerful new 
insights. The result? Cisco have generated additional revenue opportunities 
worth more than €93m.

Having access to simple data insights through fast, efficient analytics and clear 
visualisation is key to reducing time and costs. Deloitte selected Qlik as the 
best option to enhance its own analytic powers, organisational flexibility and offer 
improved client services. It has resulted in huge efficiency improvements, with 
a reduction of 10 hours reporting time per month per single department.

Optimise your operations Save valuable time and resources

Everything you do in business should ultimately make your operations run better  
or deliver more of what your customers need. So when you manage to do both 
with one dynamic, cost-effective solution, it can make you instantly stand out 
from the crowd. Qlik’s unique interactive dashboard and default reports now give 
2500 of ADP’s clients fast access to rich insights, whenever they need it. It’s meant 
higher customer satisfaction and a powerful competitive advantage for ADP.

Stand out from the competition
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